PRESS RELEASE
MNSi Telecom – Breaking Speed Barriers
WINDSOR, ON (March 1, 2019) - MNSi Telecom has always believed in faster speeds, but today, the
Windsor telecommunications company is breaking down the speed barriers. Effective immediately,
MNSi will no longer offer mid-tier Fibre Internet packages, opting to send clients to an affordable 1G
package instead. The new package will have more than seven-times the upload speed it offered for 1G
customers last year at this time. This new price is not a limited promotional offer.

The new Fibre 1000 package, at only $80 per month, is the fastest Internet MNSi offers, with speeds up
to 1Gbps download and 750Mbps upload. It replaces the current 1Gbps/300Mbps package at $95 per
month.
Continuing to offer lower priced Fibre packages for customers who only require Internet basics, MNSi
will continue to offer a Fibre 15/15 Internet Bundle with Phone at $59.95 per month, a Fibre 30/30 at
$55 per month and a Fibre 60/60 at $65 per month.
In the process of lowering the price of the 1Gbps package, MNSi opted to drop the price and raise the
speeds for its current customers on the Fibre 300 Internet package and current customers on the Fibre
120 Internet package can opt to upgrade to 1G for only $5 more, or stay on the 120Mbps package at
their current price.
“When an opportunity arises where we can lower prices and give customers more for their money, we’ll
do it every time,” says Clayton Zekelman, owner of MNSi Telecom. “During this switch to faster speeds, our
customers will not have to pay more for what they currently have, but should they wish to upgrade, they’ll
get almost 10 times their current speed for only $5 more per month. With these changes, MNSi continues our
24-year history of never raising the price on any of our customers.”
This is the fifth time in two years, MNSi has lowered its prices and increased speeds.
MNSi Telecom is a leader of Fibre-Optic technology in Windsor, offering cutting edge technology to more
than 50,000 homes from Belle River to LaSalle. The company is currently building its network throughout the
area with more than 20 construction crews working throughout the year.
Visit www.mnsi.net for more information.
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